By Diana Klemme

Money,

Money,

Money!

 3 billion bushels of corn and the highest
1
harvest price since 1997!
The highest wheat futures prices since 1996!
A smaller soybean crop this year, but $9
futures!

T

he 2007 crop will be one
for the books, and especially
for the bankers. Combined
stocks of 19.4 billion bushels of
corn soybeans and wheat will
likely, set a new U.S. record, almost
1 billion bushels above the record set
in 2005.

Last harvest was a challenge at
17.8 billion bushels of September
1 stocks of wheat, corn and soybeans, plus production of corn
and soybeans. But 2007 could
add 1.5 billion bushels to that
and further stress the grain industry on all fronts: handling and
storage capacity,
transportation,
2007 Crop Volume “What if?”
and financing.
(million bu)
Corn
Soybeans Wheat
Corn and soySept 1 stocks est 1,000
600
1,900
bean production
Production est
13,200
2,650
isn’t known yet,
Total
14,200
3,250
1,900
but for financing
Cumulative
19,350 (million bu)
that is almost
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irrelevant: If yields are threatened in late summer, there’s a
good chance prices would raise
further!
On paper there was sufficient
space for the 2006 crops, but
reality differed substantially as
the countryside of the Midwest
was blanketed with piles totaling
hundreds of millions of bushels of corn. USDA’s December
2006 estimate of available U.S.
grain storage space is 20.4 billion
bushels. Nationwide that includes
11.6 billion bushels of on-farm
capacity and 8.8 billion bushels of
commercial space, and also used
to warehouse grain sorghum, oats,
barley, sunflowers, minor oilseeds,
and pulse crops. Space available
for the “Big 3” — corn, soybeans
and wheat — is reduced by
inventories of those other crops,
but offset by grain storage capacity gained with the opening of
numerous ethanol facilities.
(USDA states that on-farm
space includes bins, cribs and
sheds normally used to store
whole grains and oilseeds. Offfarm space includes elevators,
terminals, processing plants, but
excludes “ground-storage” capacity
as well as facilities that store only
rice or peanuts and certain other
limited-use entities.)
Farmers and elevators are
expanding storage capacity this
summer but that is unlikely to
solve the space problem this fall.
In the past five years warehouses
and producers have added 750
million bushels of capacity; this
year the industry needs another
1.5 billion bushels. Producers
may utilize sheds, pole barns
and maybe even the family’s dog

house to tuck grain away, and it
still won’t be enough! There’ll be
grain everywhere, with the resulting backlogs on railcars, high barge
freight and cheap basis. Elevators
will likely face delays in shipping
a lot of grain even after they sell it
and that hits on the next problem.
Money is now a bigger limiting
factor than warehouse space for
many firms in the grain industry.
The explosive growth in U.S.
corn demand and declining global
coarse grain and wheat stocks
have sent futures soaring. Prices
may back off some, but few traders seriously expect a retreat anytime soon to the lows of 2006.
This table simplifies the financial picture but it conveys the
underlying message:

Higher prices x higher production = higher purchase costs!
In the real world, farmers don’t
sell all their grain at harvest, and
elevators ship throughout the crop
year. But higher prices encourage heavy farm selling, and cheap
basis at harvest encourages elevators to hedge and hold. Big crops
can also make it tough to keep
grain moving to keep cash flowing
in. Producers have also been forward-selling 08 and even 09 crop
anticipated production to protect
these high prices, adding to margin
call uncertainty for elevators and
terminals.
Money!
Funds for elevators to buy and
hold grain typically come from
a combination of the business’s
working capital and borrowed
funds. But every firm has an effective limit to their borrowing capacity, and expanding credit lines with

banks can take time (especially as
the lines get larger).
Money, money!
Elevators can expand and manage their financing capacity by sell-

ing grain in-store with the buyer
agreeing to prepay against warehouse receipts (WHRs). This has
some advantages for the seller if
that buyer is the usual market and
if the sale basis and time captures
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2006
Production

2007
X Price*

= $ (bln)

Production

X Price **

= $ (bln)

Corn

10,534

$2.54

$26.8

13,200

$3.10

$40.9

Soybeans

3,188

$5.52

$17.6

2,700

$8.50

$23.0

Wheat

1,812

$3.90

$7.1

2,000

$5.40

$10.8

Total

15,534

$51.5

17,900

When you attend our safety webinar,
what will you miss the most?

$74.7

*USDA average farm price, October 2006 (July 06 for wheat)
** Estimated farm prices for 2007 harvest use new-crop futures prices as of July added to harvest basis. 2007 production
figures are estimates using USDA acreage and potential yields

Getting there Finding a seat

Can’t hear

Stiff neck

Not a bad seat
in the house

“Safety in the Workplace” gets everyone’s attention these days.
good merchandising returns. This accomplishes two
objectives: freeing up funds and reducing merchandising risk exposure.
Money, money, really big money!
Another approach is an innovative arrangement
known as a Repurchase Agreement (“Repo” or
“Repos”). This will involve a large entity with sizable
available funds, typically a financial firm looking for

investments, rather than a bank or grain company.
Let’s call the entity “Big Money.”
In a repo, the buyer agrees to take title to and pay
100% for your grain in-store, backed by WHRs issued
to the buyer. The buyer agrees to price the grain
immediately by exchanging futures with the elevator/
seller. This eliminates the elevator/seller having funds
tied up in Initial Margin requirements for hedges, and
eliminates the risk of further margin calls.

Since April, GEAPS and SATRA have offered bin-rescue
safety training sessions throughout the country. FEED &
GRAIN magazine realizes the importance of facility safety and
that’s why we’re hosting our first-ever webinar dedicated to
facility safety.
Our guest speaker, Mike Brink, President of SATRA
(Safety and Technical Rescue Assn.) takes a look at common
problems uncovered during bin-rescue training sessions;
simple methods/tools to enhance your facility’s workplace; and
a list of “must haves” for working with local fire/rescue crews,
along with other safety insights. The webinar will conclude
with a Q&A session.
Sponsored by:

“Safety in the
Workplace”
Monday, September 24, 2007
11:30 p.m. CST

Sign up for this FREE
Webinar TODAY
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Y o u r

i n f o r m a t i o n

r e s o u r c e

f o r

p r o f i t a b l e

g r o w t h

Visit us at:
www.feedandgrain.com/
webinar/safety

MAKING “GOOD” BETTER!
The second part of the initial
repo transaction, is that the buyer
(Big Money) simultaneously
contracts to sell the grain back to
the storing elevator at a known
basis at a defined point in the

future. Repos could be for any
time period, but are often for
multiple months. When the
end time nears, the elevator is
required to buy the grain back
at the forward basis agreed on

SLIPPING? WE’RE SHIPPING!

when the repo was done. The
“repurchase” would be priced by a
second exchange of futures, or by
the buyer/elevator selling futures
after which the elevator will pay
Big Money the contract value and
receive the canceled WHRs.
The cost of money for the
elevator is an implied “interest
rate” equal to the difference in
the two basis values and which
is competitive with existing bank
lending rates.
Example of Repurchase
terms (purchase and sale done
simultaneously):

Sell grain to “Big Money”
in October at — 60 July 8
corn futures – to be priced in
October;
Buy back from Big Money on
April 15 at — 48 July 8 corn
futures to be priced on April 15
Inferred “cost” is 12 cents basis
“loss” for six months

FAST, FRIENDLY SERVICE, FREE HOLE PUNCHING
ON GOODYEAR PATHFINDER® SUPREME BELTS.
Need it now? Get it now! Fast and top quality service to

the feed and grain industry is one reason why Applied
Power Products is Goodyear’s largest distributor of
Pathfinder® Supreme belting. So you can count on us
to slit your grain conveyor or elevator belt to your
exact width, drill bucket holes at no extra charge, and
ship it to you, pronto. How’s that for service?

APPLIED POWER PRODUCTS
1-888-FOR-BELT

1240 Trapp Road • St. Paul, MN 55121
(651) 452-2250 • Fax (651) 452-9476

ELEVATOR & CONVEYOR BELTING

Repos offer distinct benefits for
elevator (sellers).
• Eliminates all risk of margin
calls and wire transfer fees
during the repo period.
• Frees up working capital for
the elevator.
• Can improve balance sheet
liquidity ratios (check with
your accountant).
• Is not viewed by bank lenders
as a competing loan.
• Repos don’t replace a borrower’s bank credit line, they
expand borrowers’ overall
financial capacity.
• Both buy and sell basis are
negotiated and accepted
upfront; the elevator’s cost
is transparent and easily
calculated.
• The repo period is mutually

“Good enough” just doesn·t cut it.
It·s tempting to choose a unit with the lowest up
front cost - after all, who wouldn·t?
Up front savings are quickly dwarfed by increased
maintenance costs and lost profits due to down time.
There·s too much at stake. The quality of your
equipment has far reaching consequences...

Walinga quality doesn·t cost, it pays!
• Better quality feed delivery
• Less chance of break down
• Lowered maintenance costs
• More consistent feed delivery costs
• Increased customer and employee satisfaction

At Walinga, quality is more than
just a stamp at final inspection,
it·s engineered from the start!
Head office:

R.R. #5, Guelph, ON.
Canada N1H 6J2
Tel (519) 824-8520
Fax (519) 824-5651
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www.walinga.com

Michigan:

1190 Electric Ave.
Wayland, MI.
USA 49348
Tel (800) 466-1197
Fax (616) 877-3474

Transport you can trust!
Manitoba:

70 3rd Ave. N.E. Box 1790
Carman, Manitoba
Canada R0G 0J0
Tel (204) 745-2951
Fax (204) 745-6309
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Saskatchewan:
P.O. Box 849
220 Frontage Rd.
Davidson, Saskatchewan
S0G 1A0
Tel (306) 567-3031
Fax (306) 567-3039

agreed on — no surprises or
unilateral changes.
• Elevators can structure the
repo for a time when borrowing needs are typically high,
with the “buy back” date set to
coincide with probable lower
financing requirements.
• Allows the elevator to merchandise the grain at any time
for sale to any cash market as
long as delivery will not occur
until after the end of the Repo
when title is reclaimed.
Repos can provide significant
merchandising flexibility without
tying up valuable elevator working capital. They leave more room

“The grain industry
needs staggering
sums of money
to buy and carry
the 2007 crop
and carry hedges
on purchases for
subsequent crops.”
— Diana Klemme,
Grain Service Corporation
or capacity on an elevator’s bank
credit lines to handle buying and
holding short-term positions, or to

finance hedges for other grains or
future crop year purchases. A repo
on 500,000 bushels of soybeans,
for example, could free up around
$4.5 million of credit or working
capital.
What’s in it for big
money?
Huge pools of money are available
around the financial world these
days, looking for homes with varying risk and return. An inferred cost
to an elevator of 7 ½ to 8% under
a Repurchase Agreement is also a
return to a financial entity of 7 ½ to
8%, quite a reasonable return for a
clean, low-risk transaction.

Repos also provide “Big Money”
firms another way to expand their
presence in agriculture — an area
of interest to investment capital
in this era of commodities. Repos
may lead financial entities to
expand into purchase/lease-back
arrangements on grain facilities,
or even the outright purchase of
ethanol plants, elevators or other
handling operations.
The grain industry needs staggering sums of money to buy and
carry the 2007 crop and carry
hedges on purchases for subsequent crops. Financial firms can
also structure innovative hedge
financing strategies to remove

the burden of unquantifiable
margin calls on future crop-year
contracts for elevators, but these
arrangements are more involved
than straightforward Repurchase
Agreements. (There’s no way to
issue WHRs on forward contracts;
different protection has to be
structured for the financial entity.)
Large financial entities have
plenty of money they can put to
work without the bank regulatory
structure. Sounds like a good marriage that works for both sides! But
whether you finance your business
using conventional bank credit
lines, sell in-store to usual buyers,
or use innovative financing, plan

TRACKMOBILE® TRIPLE PLAY:
A TRACKMOBILE®
TITAN MOBILE
RAILCAR MOVER

ahead of the market. You don’t
want to be caught with insufficient
working capital or credit lines in a
roaring bull market.
Call Grain Service in Atlanta to
find out more about Repurchase
Agreements and how they can
expand your business’s ability to
operate in highly volatile, highprice markets. ■

Diana Klemme is a longtime contributor to FEED & GRAIN. Contact
her at Grain Service Corporation,
Atlanta, GA, by calling (800)
845-7103 or e-mail at diana@
grainservice.com.

SAMPLERS
AUTOMATIC

Point Style

Diverter Style
Conveyor End

AND...

TRACKMOBILE®
REMOTE CONTROL
E
X
T
E
N
D
E
D

■
■
■
■
■

AND...
AND...

Ideal for grain, fertilizer, salt,
pesticides, sand and more.
Helps keep dust off your trucks
and out of your mouth!
Manual or electric models.
Up to 14-inch diameter spouts.
Easily attaches to load-out spouts
and belt or screw conveyors.

TRACKMOBILE®, Inc.

33 East 8th Street, Waconia, MN (USA) 55387
Ph: (952) 442-4450 Fax: 952-442-5923
www.waconiamfg.com

™
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Diverter Style
In-Line Spout

CONTACT US OR SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR
DETAILS

WACONIA MANUFACTURING, INC.
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Retractable
Point

TRACKMOBILE®
GROUND CONTROL SYSTEM (GCS)

www.feedandgrain.com
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Complete System Design
Superior Engineering
Uncompromised Quality

GAMET MANUFACTURING
698 Prior Ave. North • St. Paul, MN USA 55104
Phone: (651) 647-5410 • Fax: (651) 647-5412

Toll Free 888-647-5475
www.gametmfg.com

Phone +1(706)884-6651
E-Mail: trackmobile@trackmobile.com
URL: www.trackmobile.com

The closer you look...the better we look!
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